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The final match of the 2001 U.S. Open featuring tennis stars Venus and Serena Williams was

groundbreaking. It was first time siblings had squared off in the final match for more than 100

years. And it was the first time both players were black. The photo of the smiling Williams

sisters holding their trophies after the tennis match appeared in newspapers around the globe.

It captured two athletes who fought, and would continue to fight, for a place for women and

African-Americans in tennis and the world beyond.
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in Flushing Meadows in Queens, in New York City, but the Arthur Ashe Stadium glowed bright

as day under blazing lights. It was September 8, 2001, and more than 23,000 spectators

packed seats surrounding the tennis court below. Enormous screens showed close-ups of the

opening ceremony taking place.Across the country, almost 23 million people watched on TV at

home. For the first time ever, the U.S. Open women’s singles finals match was being broadcast

in prime time. It had not been squeezed between the men’s semifinals matches in the

afternoon, as usual. The finals match would be unlike any other in the past. *“The Williams

Sisters Have a Date With History,” a New York Times headline that morning had announced.

The sisters were the first to play each other in a major tournament in 117 years. And it was the

first time both players in the Grand Slam finals were African-American.Photojournalists

gathered along the edges of the court, their cameras ready to record the historic match. On

assignment for Reuters News Agency, Mike Blake trained his Canon DCS520 digital camera

on the sisters. Twenty-one-year-old Venus Williams and her sister Serena, younger by 15

months, walked by in zipped warm-up jackets, holding flowers. They posed at the net with

rackets, standing close to one another and smiling.The Williams sisters, Venus (left) and

Serena, posed before the start of their historic match at the 2001 U.S. Open.Blake’s lens

roamed the crowd and settled on Boris Becker of Germany, winner of the 1989 U.S. Open

men’s singles. Among the celebrities in the stands, Blake found and photographed filmmaker

Spike Lee, whose movies deal with challenges in the lives of African-Americans.Legendary

superstar Diana RossOn the court below stood Diana Ross, a legendary African-American

performer who herself had broken racial barriers. As she sang “God Bless America,” the

Harlem Gospel Choir swayed behind her in red and blue gowns. As the star of the musical trio

The Supremes during the 1960s, a time of major racial unrest in the United States, Ross had

been loved by both black and white audiences. Before leaving the court, Ross embraced a

beaming Serena, who had made history just two years earlier. Just 17 years old then, she had

won the U.S. Open women’s singles championship, becoming the first black woman since 1958

to win a major tennis tournament. Making tennis history was a Williams family affair. In 2000

Venus became the first black woman in more than 40 years to win England’s world-famous

Wimbledon tournament.Tennis officials delighted in the excitement over the Williams sisters’

tennis match. *“Night tennis, in New York, under the lights, with the world’s top celebrity

athletes, will provide a tremendous showcase,” said Arlen Kantarian, the chief executive of the

U.S. Tennis Association. In fact, the match drew 51 percent more TV viewers than the previous

year.Audiences expected a heroic battle for the trophy. They had already seen each Williams

sister defeat her opponent in semifinals matches the day before. With powerful lenses,

photojournalists had recorded close-up images of the action on the court. Blake had captured

the yellow blur of the ball as Serena delivered powerful serves to Martina Hingis of Switzerland.

Serena scored on every one of her 17 serves in the second set. Often Hingis could not even

get her racket on the ball. Blake photographedHingis pressing her arm over her face in

frustration. Praising Serena’s power and strategy after the match, Hingis said, *“She played

smart. She waited for her chances. And she hit winners.”Serena’s powerful play won out in her

semifinal match against Martina Hingis.Blake’s lens later found Serena in the audience,

watching her sister’s semifinals match. Again and again, Venus slung well-placed forehand



shots and powerful backhands at Jennifer Capriati of the United States. Capriati was losing,

and Blake photographed her during a break with a towel over her head, cradling her face. Later

Capriati admitted that Venus had made her work so hard that she *“ran out of gas.”Together the

sisters had made history by reaching the finals as African-Americans. But facing each other

across the net was a different challenge altogether. They had grown up training together and

sharing the same bedroom. They had shared hotel rooms while traveling to competitions. They

had even helped each other win games by pointing out the weaknesses of opponents. But now

only one could have her named etched into the U.S. Open’s silver trophy. Their mother,

Oracene Price, watched from the player’s box, wearing pins with each daughter’s name.

Unable to handle the stress, their father, Richard Williams, had flown home to Florida to avoid

watching his daughters play each other.Fireworks burst into the dark sky from the top of the

roofless stadium. Venus in white and Serena in yellow each took a side of the court.

Microphones soon caught the sisters’ grunts as they served balls at well over 100 mph (160

kph). Blake’s lens caught their faces, tensed with the effort. They were well-matched, and

viewers enjoyed their exciting volleys. In the second game of the match, the sisters tied four

times and struggled for the winning point after reaching deuce.ALWAYS CHANGING

TECHNOLOGYReuters photographer Mike Blake (right) covered the 2016 election

campaign.News services are in the business of providing information to news organizations.

More than a century ago, Reuters News Agency used telegraph cables and even carrier

pigeons to send stories and photos to newspapers. Today images and stories travel wirelessly,

but Mike Blake has seen technology change dramatically since beginning work at Reuters in

1985.In the days of film cameras, Blake had to develop the film himself. He usually transformed

a hotel bathroom into a makeshift darkroom. He then made an 8 x 10 print of each photo on

special paper. *“After drying the print with a hair dryer,” he said, he would “wrap it on a drum

transmitter called a 16S. The picture would spin around a drum and an electronic eye would

scan across the image. We would have to take the mouthpiece off the hotel phone and clip two

of the transmitter wires to the inside of the handset. The transmitter would convert the spinning

image to sound and send it down the line to a picture desk who would then send it around the

world.”In the late 1990s photojournalists started using digital cameras to gather images on

computer chips. In 2001 they could take two images per second—today they can take up to 14.

They can send images to editors even while an event is happening. Photo editors sort through

hundreds or even thousands of images to select those that best capture an event. *“Since

moving to digital photography, the process is much quicker and simpler,” Blake said. “I can

transmit a picture wirelessly from my camera to our picture desk in Singapore, where they

send it to our clients around the world instantly.”Yet despite the changes, a photojournalist’s job

remains a practical one. *“The camera is really just like a hammer and nails,” Blake said. “We

use a camera to record what we see, just as a carpenter uses a hammer and nails to build a

house. The technology has changed, we are able to record images with better quality and

more speed than ever before, yet the essence of the still image has not changed. It’s a moment

frozen in time that will never happen again in any of our lives.”Venus stretched to return the ball

to her sister.Serena worked hard, but the accuracy of her match against Hingis was gone. She

lashed out backhands and ground strokes that sometimes missed their mark or flew into the

net. Blake captured her eyes clenched in frustration when Venus broke her serve in the first

set. Serena’s own mistakes also cost her many points. By the end of the match, she had made

36 unforced errors, compared with Venus’ 19.Venus whispered to her sister as they embraced

after their historic match.Venus, meanwhile, played with the same calm power that defeated

Capriati. Blake captured Venus mid-serve, her racket a vertical blur. She shot balls past her



sister’s racket. Her ball even knocked the racket out of Serena’s hand in the fourth game of the

match. Just 69 minutes after they had started, Venus easily won her second U.S. Open victory

in a row (6-2, 6-4). But Venus did not throw up her arms joyfully, as she had when she defeated

Capriati. The sisters met at the net and hugged. Venus whispered *“I love you, all right?” to her

younger sister.Blake and other photographers hustled to get into position at the far end of the

court for the trophy presentation. They took images from many angles of Venus and Serena

posing with their trophies. Like the Williams sisters, the photographers also felt both

camaraderie and competition on the court. *“We are all very competitive,” Blake said later, “and

work hard at making the best possible images. Many of us compete with one another all day

and night but also look out for each other and enjoy good, long-lasting friendships while living

in all parts of the world.” After the match the sisters proved their smiles were genuine. *“I’m

disappointed,” Serena said, “but only a little, because Venus won.” Venus, the winner, explained

that *“I always want Serena to win. It’s strange. I’m the bigger sister. I’m the one who takes care

of her. I make sure she has everything even if I don’t. I love her. It’s hard.”*“Venus is always the

comforter,” their mother said. She joked that “it doesn’t matter who won the prize. Serena

always spends Venus’ money anyway.” Photographs of the sisters holding the winner’s and

runner-up’s trophies appeared in newspapers the next day. They showed two sisters who had

battled each other on a tennis court. But they also captured two athletes who had fought, and

would continue to fight, for a place for women and African-Americans in tennis and the world

beyond.
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